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Motivation for Light Shining through Walls (LSW)  
Experiments

• Extensive observational evidence for the existence of dark matter


• Axion-like particles (ALPs) can be a dark matter candidate


• LSW experiments can search for ALPs in a model-independent way


• Test astrophysical observations


• Stellar cooling


• TeV transparency
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ALP coupling to photons
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Light Shining Through Walls
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Light Shining Through Walls
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1 photon/ 150,000 years!


Need to enhance signal!

gaγ ∼ 2 × 10−11GeV−1

→






B ∼ 5.3 T
L ∼ 2 × 100 m
P ∼ 30 W



Any Light Particle Search (ALPS) II
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Any Light Particle Search (ALPS) II
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DESY, Hamburg 6 institutions, ~30 members Germany, US, UK
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Graphic from Katharina-Sophie Isleif

Any Light Particle Search (ALPS) II
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Graphic from Katharina-Sophie Isleif

Any Light Particle Search (ALPS) II
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Any Light Particle Search (ALPS) II
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Any Light Particle Search (ALPS) II
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Any Light Particle Search (ALPS) II
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~ 100 m ~ 100 m

5,000βP ∼
150 kW

30 W

1064 nm 
(1.165 eV)

• Using 24 straightened HERA magnets


• Fabry-Perot resonators in production and 
regeneration region


• 150 kW → 10-24 W (~1 photon/day)

40,000βR ∼

Nγ =
1
16

(gaγBL)4 𝒫i

ω
βPβRτ

gaγ ∼ 2 × 10−11GeV−1
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ALPS II- Heterodyne
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Option 1: heterodyne sensing 

• Mix weak signal with a frequency f shifted 
local oscillator ➔ beat note signal 

• Detection of a photon flux corresponding to  
5·10-21 W demonstrated. 

• Sensitivity of 10-24 W demonstrated. 

• First detecting scheme to be used in ALPS II

“Coherent detection of ultraweak electromagnetic fields”, 
Z. Bush et al., Phys. Rev. D 99, 022001 (2019)

Looking for 5·10-24 W @ 1064 nm

fLO + fsignal
"weak field"

fLO
"local oscillator"

fsignal
"beat note"
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ALPS II- Transition Edge Sensor
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Option 2: photon counting 

• Using a superconducting  
transition edge sensor (TES) 
operated at about 100 mK.

TES chip within 
the transition 

region at critical 
temperature

Single 1064 nm 
photon heats 
TES by ~100µK

The resistance 
of the TES chip 
increases by a 
few Ohm

The current 
changes by about 
100 nA and is read 
out by SQUIDSVoltage change 

is measured by 
readout 
electronics

Low dark counts ( , 95% CL) shown 6 . 9+5.18
−2.93 ⋅ 10−6Hz

Looking for 5·10-24 W @ 1064 nm

Slide from Friederike Januschek
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Poster session 1:

Manuel Meyer

Machine Learning 
with TES pulses

Poster session 2:

Rikhav Shah

TES for ALPS II
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ALPS II Sensitivity
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• 


•  meV


• Increase sensitivity > 3 orders of magnitude over 
OSQAR, ALPS I


• Factor of 3 over CAST


• Begin to probe astrophysical phenomena in model-
independent way


• Stellar cooling


• TeV transparency


• Early science run with limited sensitivity later this year

gaγ < 2 × 10−11GeV−1
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High-Powered Laser

18

Amplified Non Planar Ring Oscillator (NPRO) 

• Demonstrated over 60 W of power at 1064 nm 

• > 90% of power in fundamental mode

Slide from Aaron Spector
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Magnet Strings
• 24 HERA dipole magnets


• October 2020: Magnets installed and aligned


• March 2022: Magnet strings run successfully at full current 


• 5.7 kA, 5.3 T

19

Photo by Heiner Müller-Elsner
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Regeneration Cavity (RC)

20

Longest storage time Fabry Perot cavity ever! 

• Length: 124.6m, FSR: 1.22 MHz 

• Storage time: 6.75 ms (world record) 

• Power build up factor: β ~ 7000

Talk by Aaron Spector

IDM 2022

Graphic from Katharina-Sophie Isleif

magnet string

Regeneration cavity

ALPs

opaque wall
detector
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First Science Run Before the end of the year!

Commissioning optical setup without 
production cavity 

• Simpler control scheme


• Stronger signals for stray light hunting

21

Graphic from Katharina-Sophie Isleif

magnet string magnet string

Laser

Production cavity Regeneration cavity

ALPs

opaque 
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• Input 50 W laser power


• Regeneration cavity in place


• Factor of ~350 improvement over ALPS I sensitivity


 →gaγ ∼ 2 × 10−10GeV−1

50 W

βR ∼ 10,000
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Preliminary ALPS II Schedule
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Summary and Outlook

• ALPS II is a LSW experiment that will improve the limits for  by over 3 orders 
of magnitude over OSQAR, ALPS I


• Begin checking astrophysical observations in a model-independent way


• First science run before the end of this year 


• Full sensitivity run after upgrades around Fall 2023   

gaγ

→ gaγ ∼ 2 × 10−10 GeV−1

→ gaγ ∼ 2 × 10−11 GeV−1

30



Thank you!
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Measuring the interference beatnote 

• Signal field optically mixed with Local Oscillator (LO) laser 

• Interference beatnote in power at the difference frequency 

• Photon counting stats -> Shot noise 

• Demodulate power measurement at difference frequency 

Measuring single photon power levels
Heterodyne Interferometry

33

242 Spector

Fig. 9.6 Simplified design of a heterodyne detection system for a dual cavity LSW experiment.

the regenerated field, shown as the dotted blue line, circulates in the RC it naturally
mixes with the LO field. This produces an interference beatnote at the di�erence
frequency �!, between the two fields. This beatnote on the LO power can then be
measured at the science photodetector PDS.

As we discussed in the previous section, for optimal resonant enhancement of
the regenerated signal the cavity lengths must be tuned such that the di�erence
frequency between the two fields are held at some integer number of FSRs of the
RC. Furthermore, since heterodyne detections systems rely on the absolute phase
coherence of the local oscillator to the regenerated signal any drift in the relative
phase between these signals will lead to a reduction in sensitivity. We should note
that this goes beyond even the requirements of dual resonance.

This necessitates some additional system that can sense the phase relationship
between the local oscillator and the PC transmitted field. As we can see in Figure 9.6,
the most simple way to do this would be to interfere the fields transmitted by the
cavities at a beamsplitter on the COB. The phase of the interference beatnote can
then be monitored by a photodetector PDM. The design of these systems are much
more complicated than Figure 9.6 indicates for a number of reasons [15]. One, the
technique requires special measures to reduce the optical pathlength noise between
the cavities. This is in addition to the significant technical challenges posed by trans-
ferring the LO between the regeneration and production areas without compromising
the light-tightness of the experiment.

We can see how di�cult it is to measure the power of the regenerated field by
looking at the expression for the expected power at PDS.

P(t) = PLO + PS + 2
p

PLO PS cos (�!t � �) + �SN

�
�! = !LO � !S

�
(9.27)

The static terms PLO and PS represent the DC power of the local oscillator laser
and the weak signal field. In LSW experiments these powers di�er by over 20
orders of magnitude e�ectively making a measurement of the PS term impossible.
The third term shows the interference beatnote between the local oscillator and the
regenerated field. The beatnote has an amplitude of 2

p
PLO PS , which corresponds to

sub-pW amplitudes for a regenerated signal of one photon per day when a 10 mW
local oscillator is used. This means we need to measure an oscillation in the power
with a amplitude that is over 10 orders of magnitude lower than it’s mean value!
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In our implementation of the heterodyne readout, the
detector photocurrent, represented by Eq. (1), is digitized
satisfying the Nyquist criterion for sampling signals at f0.
The band-limited signal is then mixed to an intermediate
frequency and written to file using a field programmable
gate array (FPGA) card. Then, a second mixing stage in
postprocessing shifts the signal to dc, splitting it into two
quadratures. Each resultant quadrature is continuously
integrated over the measurement time. In order for the
signal to accumulate, phase coherence between the two
laser fields must be maintained during this entire process.
The two quadratures are then combined to give a single
quantity proportional to the product of the photon rate of
each laser.
Implementation of a heterodyne detection scheme in

ALPS II will involve injecting a second laser, phase
coherent with the signal field and resonant in the regen-
eration cavity at a known offset frequency. The overlapped
beams are transmitted out of the cavity and are incident
onto the heterodyne detector.
In this report we present results from a test setup which

validates the approach and will guide its implementation in
ALPS IIc. To begin, in Sec. II we mathematically demon-
strate how a coherent signal is extracted from the input. In
Sec. III, we then discuss the optical design created to test this
technique and the digital design which forms the core of
heterodyne detection. Finally, in Sec. IV we present results
on device sensitivity and coherent signal measurements.

II. MATHEMATICAL EXPECTATIONS

A. Signal behavior

In our stand-alone experiment, two lasers are interfered
and incident onto a photodetector. Laser 1 acts as our local
oscillator (LO) with average power P̄LO, while laser 2
provides the signal field we wish to measure with average
power P̄signal. The difference frequency is set such that the
generated beat note has frequency fsig. Once the combined
beam is incident onto a photodetector with gain G in V=W,
it is digitized into discrete samples, x½n", where n is the
individual sample number, at sampling frequency fs.
Sampling is done using an analog-to-digital converter
(ADC) with a 1 V reference voltage. In the absence of
noise, the ac component becomes

xsig½n" ¼ 2G
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
P̄LOP̄signal

q
cos

"
2π

fsig
fs

nþ ϕ

#
; ð2Þ

where ϕ is an unknown but constant phase.
In order to recover amplitude information, the digitized

beat note signal is separately mixed with a cosine/sine wave
at frequency fd ¼ fsig in a process known as in-phase and
quadrature (I/Q) demodulation:

I½n" ¼ xsig½n" × cos
"
2π

fd
fs

n
#
;

Q½n" ¼ xsig½n" × sin
"
2π

fd
fs

n
#
: ð3Þ

Each quadrature is individually summed from n ¼ 1 to N
samples. The squared sums are added together and nor-
malization is done through division by N2. This entire
quantity is given by the following expression:

ZðNÞ ¼ ð
PN

n¼1 I½n"Þ2 þ ð
PN

n¼1Q½n"Þ2

N2
: ð4Þ

The numerator is in fact the square of the magnitude of the
discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of the digitized input1

evaluated at fd=fs:

ZðNÞ ¼
jX½fdfs"j

2

N2
; ð5Þ

where

X
$
fd
fs

%
¼

XN

n¼1

x½n"e−i2π
fd
fs
ðn−1Þ: ð6Þ

Setting fd ¼ fsig and solving for ZðNÞ with an input given
by Eq. (2) yields

ZsigðNÞ ¼ G2P̄LOP̄signal: ð7Þ

Demodulating at the beat note signal frequency causes
ZðNÞ to be proportional to P̄signal and constant with
integration time, τ. The power in the local oscillator
amplifies the beat note amplitude and will be set to
overcome all technical noise sources.

B. Noise behavior

We wish to set the signal field to compare with the
projected sensitivity of ALPS IIc on the order of a few
photons per week. Therefore, we must consider the
influence of important noise sources such as laser relative
intensity noise and optical shot noise. In order to under-
stand the influence of such noise, let us determine ZðNÞ in
the absence of an rf signal (P̄signal ¼ 0) but in the presence
of noise.
Consider the input x½n" to be a random stationary

process. The quantity ZnoiseðNÞ can be written in terms
of the single-sided analog power spectral density (PSD)

1It must be noted that this is only exactly true in the case that
fd
fs
¼ k

N for some integer k. If this requirement is not met, then the
windowing process results in spectral leakage and ZðNÞ becomes
an estimate of the DFT. However, in the large N limit this leakage
becomes negligible.
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1It must be noted that this is only exactly true in the case that
fd
fs
¼ k

N for some integer k. If this requirement is not met, then the
windowing process results in spectral leakage and ZðNÞ becomes
an estimate of the DFT. However, in the large N limit this leakage
becomes negligible.
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In our implementation of the heterodyne readout, the
detector photocurrent, represented by Eq. (1), is digitized
satisfying the Nyquist criterion for sampling signals at f0.
The band-limited signal is then mixed to an intermediate
frequency and written to file using a field programmable
gate array (FPGA) card. Then, a second mixing stage in
postprocessing shifts the signal to dc, splitting it into two
quadratures. Each resultant quadrature is continuously
integrated over the measurement time. In order for the
signal to accumulate, phase coherence between the two
laser fields must be maintained during this entire process.
The two quadratures are then combined to give a single
quantity proportional to the product of the photon rate of
each laser.
Implementation of a heterodyne detection scheme in

ALPS II will involve injecting a second laser, phase
coherent with the signal field and resonant in the regen-
eration cavity at a known offset frequency. The overlapped
beams are transmitted out of the cavity and are incident
onto the heterodyne detector.
In this report we present results from a test setup which

validates the approach and will guide its implementation in
ALPS IIc. To begin, in Sec. II we mathematically demon-
strate how a coherent signal is extracted from the input. In
Sec. III, we then discuss the optical design created to test this
technique and the digital design which forms the core of
heterodyne detection. Finally, in Sec. IV we present results
on device sensitivity and coherent signal measurements.

II. MATHEMATICAL EXPECTATIONS

A. Signal behavior

In our stand-alone experiment, two lasers are interfered
and incident onto a photodetector. Laser 1 acts as our local
oscillator (LO) with average power P̄LO, while laser 2
provides the signal field we wish to measure with average
power P̄signal. The difference frequency is set such that the
generated beat note has frequency fsig. Once the combined
beam is incident onto a photodetector with gain G in V=W,
it is digitized into discrete samples, x½n", where n is the
individual sample number, at sampling frequency fs.
Sampling is done using an analog-to-digital converter
(ADC) with a 1 V reference voltage. In the absence of
noise, the ac component becomes

xsig½n" ¼ 2G
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
P̄LOP̄signal

q
cos

"
2π

fsig
fs

nþ ϕ

#
; ð2Þ

where ϕ is an unknown but constant phase.
In order to recover amplitude information, the digitized

beat note signal is separately mixed with a cosine/sine wave
at frequency fd ¼ fsig in a process known as in-phase and
quadrature (I/Q) demodulation:

I½n" ¼ xsig½n" × cos
"
2π

fd
fs

n
#
;

Q½n" ¼ xsig½n" × sin
"
2π

fd
fs

n
#
: ð3Þ

Each quadrature is individually summed from n ¼ 1 to N
samples. The squared sums are added together and nor-
malization is done through division by N2. This entire
quantity is given by the following expression:

ZðNÞ ¼ ð
PN

n¼1 I½n"Þ2 þ ð
PN

n¼1Q½n"Þ2

N2
: ð4Þ

The numerator is in fact the square of the magnitude of the
discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of the digitized input1

evaluated at fd=fs:

ZðNÞ ¼
jX½fdfs"j

2

N2
; ð5Þ

where

X
$
fd
fs

%
¼

XN

n¼1

x½n"e−i2π
fd
fs
ðn−1Þ: ð6Þ

Setting fd ¼ fsig and solving for ZðNÞ with an input given
by Eq. (2) yields

ZsigðNÞ ¼ G2P̄LOP̄signal: ð7Þ

Demodulating at the beat note signal frequency causes
ZðNÞ to be proportional to P̄signal and constant with
integration time, τ. The power in the local oscillator
amplifies the beat note amplitude and will be set to
overcome all technical noise sources.

B. Noise behavior

We wish to set the signal field to compare with the
projected sensitivity of ALPS IIc on the order of a few
photons per week. Therefore, we must consider the
influence of important noise sources such as laser relative
intensity noise and optical shot noise. In order to under-
stand the influence of such noise, let us determine ZðNÞ in
the absence of an rf signal (P̄signal ¼ 0) but in the presence
of noise.
Consider the input x½n" to be a random stationary

process. The quantity ZnoiseðNÞ can be written in terms
of the single-sided analog power spectral density (PSD)

1It must be noted that this is only exactly true in the case that
fd
fs
¼ k

N for some integer k. If this requirement is not met, then the
windowing process results in spectral leakage and ZðNÞ becomes
an estimate of the DFT. However, in the large N limit this leakage
becomes negligible.
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Fig. 9.6 Simplified design of a heterodyne detection system for a dual cavity LSW experiment.

the regenerated field, shown as the dotted blue line, circulates in the RC it naturally
mixes with the LO field. This produces an interference beatnote at the di�erence
frequency �!, between the two fields. This beatnote on the LO power can then be
measured at the science photodetector PDS.

As we discussed in the previous section, for optimal resonant enhancement of
the regenerated signal the cavity lengths must be tuned such that the di�erence
frequency between the two fields are held at some integer number of FSRs of the
RC. Furthermore, since heterodyne detections systems rely on the absolute phase
coherence of the local oscillator to the regenerated signal any drift in the relative
phase between these signals will lead to a reduction in sensitivity. We should note
that this goes beyond even the requirements of dual resonance.

This necessitates some additional system that can sense the phase relationship
between the local oscillator and the PC transmitted field. As we can see in Figure 9.6,
the most simple way to do this would be to interfere the fields transmitted by the
cavities at a beamsplitter on the COB. The phase of the interference beatnote can
then be monitored by a photodetector PDM. The design of these systems are much
more complicated than Figure 9.6 indicates for a number of reasons [15]. One, the
technique requires special measures to reduce the optical pathlength noise between
the cavities. This is in addition to the significant technical challenges posed by trans-
ferring the LO between the regeneration and production areas without compromising
the light-tightness of the experiment.

We can see how di�cult it is to measure the power of the regenerated field by
looking at the expression for the expected power at PDS.

P(t) = PLO + PS + 2
p

PLO PS cos (�!t � �) + �SN

�
�! = !LO � !S

�
(9.27)

The static terms PLO and PS represent the DC power of the local oscillator laser
and the weak signal field. In LSW experiments these powers di�er by over 20
orders of magnitude e�ectively making a measurement of the PS term impossible.
The third term shows the interference beatnote between the local oscillator and the
regenerated field. The beatnote has an amplitude of 2

p
PLO PS , which corresponds to

sub-pW amplitudes for a regenerated signal of one photon per day when a 10 mW
local oscillator is used. This means we need to measure an oscillation in the power
with a amplitude that is over 10 orders of magnitude lower than it’s mean value!
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In our implementation of the heterodyne readout, the

detector photocurrent, represented by Eq. (1), is digitized
satisfying the Nyquist criterion for sampling signals at f0.
The band-limited signal is then mixed to an intermediate
frequency and written to file using a field programmable
gate array (FPGA) card. Then, a second mixing stage in
postprocessing shifts the signal to dc, splitting it into two
quadratures. Each resultant quadrature is continuously
integrated over the measurement time. In order for the
signal to accumulate, phase coherence between the two
laser fields must be maintained during this entire process.
The two quadratures are then combined to give a single
quantity proportional to the product of the photon rate of
each laser.
Implementation of a heterodyne detection scheme in

ALPS II will involve injecting a second laser, phase
coherent with the signal field and resonant in the regen-
eration cavity at a known offset frequency. The overlapped
beams are transmitted out of the cavity and are incident
onto the heterodyne detector.
In this report we present results from a test setup which

validates the approach and will guide its implementation in
ALPS IIc. To begin, in Sec. II we mathematically demon-
strate how a coherent signal is extracted from the input. In
Sec. III, we then discuss the optical design created to test this
technique and the digital design which forms the core of
heterodyne detection. Finally, in Sec. IV we present results
on device sensitivity and coherent signal measurements.

II. MATHEMATICAL EXPECTATIONS

A. Signal behavior

In our stand-alone experiment, two lasers are interfered
and incident onto a photodetector. Laser 1 acts as our local
oscillator (LO) with average power P̄LO, while laser 2
provides the signal field we wish to measure with average
power P̄signal. The difference frequency is set such that the
generated beat note has frequency fsig. Once the combined
beam is incident onto a photodetector with gain G in V=W,
it is digitized into discrete samples, x½n", where n is the
individual sample number, at sampling frequency fs.
Sampling is done using an analog-to-digital converter
(ADC) with a 1 V reference voltage. In the absence of
noise, the ac component becomes

xsig½n" ¼ 2G
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
P̄LOP̄signal

q
cos

"
2π

fsig
fs

nþ ϕ

#
; ð2Þ

where ϕ is an unknown but constant phase.
In order to recover amplitude information, the digitized

beat note signal is separately mixed with a cosine/sine wave
at frequency fd ¼ fsig in a process known as in-phase and
quadrature (I/Q) demodulation:

I½n" ¼ xsig½n" × cos
"
2π

fd
fs

n
#
;

Q½n" ¼ xsig½n" × sin
"
2π

fd
fs

n
#
: ð3Þ

Each quadrature is individually summed from n ¼ 1 to N
samples. The squared sums are added together and nor-
malization is done through division by N2. This entire
quantity is given by the following expression:

ZðNÞ ¼ ð
PN

n¼1 I½n"Þ2 þ ð
PN

n¼1Q½n"Þ2

N2
: ð4Þ

The numerator is in fact the square of the magnitude of the
discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of the digitized input1

evaluated at fd=fs:

ZðNÞ ¼
jX½fdfs"j

2

N2
; ð5Þ

where

X
$
fd
fs

%
¼

XN

n¼1

x½n"e−i2π
fd
fs
ðn−1Þ: ð6Þ

Setting fd ¼ fsig and solving for ZðNÞ with an input given
by Eq. (2) yields

ZsigðNÞ ¼ G2P̄LOP̄signal: ð7Þ

Demodulating at the beat note signal frequency causes
ZðNÞ to be proportional to P̄signal and constant with
integration time, τ. The power in the local oscillator
amplifies the beat note amplitude and will be set to
overcome all technical noise sources.

B. Noise behavior

We wish to set the signal field to compare with the
projected sensitivity of ALPS IIc on the order of a few
photons per week. Therefore, we must consider the
influence of important noise sources such as laser relative
intensity noise and optical shot noise. In order to under-
stand the influence of such noise, let us determine ZðNÞ in
the absence of an rf signal (P̄signal ¼ 0) but in the presence
of noise.
Consider the input x½n" to be a random stationary

process. The quantity ZnoiseðNÞ can be written in terms
of the single-sided analog power spectral density (PSD)

1It must be noted that this is only exactly true in the case that
fd
fs
¼ k

N for some integer k. If this requirement is not met, then the
windowing process results in spectral leakage and ZðNÞ becomes
an estimate of the DFT. However, in the large N limit this leakage
becomes negligible.
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evaluated at the demodulation frequency, fd. To do so, we
first convert the analog PSD in V2=ðcycles per secondÞ to
the digitized power spectral density (DPSD) in V2=
ðcycles per sampleÞ using the sampling frequency fs [27]:

DPSD
!
fd
fs

"
¼ fsPSDðfdÞ: ð8Þ

The DPSD is related to the expectation, E, of the DFT
of x½n% [27]:

DPSD
!
fd
fs

"
¼ lim

N→∞
E
#jX½fdfs%j

2

N

$
: ð9Þ

Using Eq. (5) we can solve for ZðNÞ,

lim
N→∞

E½ZnoiseðNÞ% ¼ PSDðfdÞ
τ

; ð10Þ

wherewe use the substitutionN ¼ τfs. It is important to note
that this only depends upon the PSD evaluated at fd and not
across the entire spectrum.
Although Eq. (10) exactly relates the expectation value

of ZnoiseðNÞ to the analog PSD, we are interested in the
result of a single trial. For such an individual trial, ZnoiseðNÞ
provides only an estimate of the analog PSD. Because the
noise is assumed to be stationary, the PSD is by definition
constant with time. The behavior of ZnoiseðNÞ for a single
trial therefore tends to fall off as 1=τ. However, for a set
integration time the outcome of multiple trials of ZnoiseðNÞ
will have some nonzero variance [27,28],

lim
N→∞

σ2Z ¼
!
PSDðfdÞ

τ

"
2

: ð11Þ

A confidence threshold for a single run must therefore be
determined in order to distinguish between coherent
detection of a signal and the random nature of this noise.
From this point forward we assume N to be sufficiently
large such that Eq. (10) and its derivatives provide good
approximations to real world applications.

C. Detection threshold

To simplify this calculation let us assume that the input is
appropriately bandpass filtered around fd and down-
sampled such that the resulting frequency spectrum is
locally flat. It has been shown that in the large N limit
X½fd=fs% is a Gaussian random variable, independent of the
other X½f=fs% due to the central limit theorem [28].
ZnoiseðNÞ therefore follows an exponential distribution.
Using the cumulative distribution function [29], the prob-
ability, P, of measuring a final value of ZnoiseðNÞ between 0
and an upper limit u for a given τ is

PðuÞ ¼ 1 − e−u=σZ : ð12Þ

From the inverse of Eq. (12), we can define a probability
range for individual outcomes of ZnoiseðNÞ to fall between 0
and an upper limit for any given probability P. For the
5-sigma limit (P5s ¼ 0.9999994) this is

uðP5sÞ½ZnoiseðNÞ% ¼ − lnð6 × 10−7Þ PSDðfdÞ
τ

: ð13Þ

Consequently, when ZðNÞ has a value above this limit for a
predefined number of samples N, we can claim with
99.99994% confidence that a coherent signal is present.
The expected behaviors of ZðNÞ and the 5-sigma limit

are plotted vs integration time τ in Fig. 3. When a beat note
signal is present at frequency fsig ¼ fd [Eq. (7)], the
expectation value, shown in red, is constant with integration
time and scales linearly with the power of the signal field,
P̄signal. This power can be expressed in terms of photons per
second, our quantity of interest.
Following Eq. (10), the expectation value of ZnoiseðNÞ

(signal absent), shown as the solid green line, goes as 1=τ.
Similarly the 5-sigma limit falls off as 1=τ according
to Eq. (13).

D. Fundamental limits

From now on, we will scale ZsignalðNÞ to photons per
second in the signal field, P̄signal=hν. A scaling factor of
1=ðG2hνP̄LOÞ is applied to Eq. (7) such that

FIG. 3. Expected behavior of noise, signal, and the 5-sigma
limit when plotting ZðNÞ vs integration time τ. Noise and the
5-sigma limit both go as 1=τ, whereas the signal stays flat with
time. Because ZðNÞ is proportional to the power in the signal
field we can scale the y axis accordingly using the gain factors
within our system in order to obtain a meaningful photon rate of
the weak field. Noise-level-dependent integration times τx (where
the signal crosses the expected value of noise) and τ5s (where
a detection can be claimed with 5-sigma confidence) are
highlighted.
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We explore the application of heterodyne interferometry for a weak-field coherent detection scheme. The
methods detailed here will be used in ALPS II, an experiment designed to search for weakly interacting,
sub-eV particles. For ALPS II to reach its design sensitivity this detection system must be capable of
accurately measuring fields with equivalent amplitudes on the order of 10−5 photons=s or greater. We
present initial results of an equivalent dark count rate on the order of 10−5 photons=s as well as successful
generation and detection of a signal with a field strength equivalent to 10−2 photons=s.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. Axions and axionlike particles

The Standard Model (SM) incorporates our current
knowledge of subatomic particles as well as their inter-
actions via three of the four fundamental forces of nature.
The SM is not complete, however, as it does not contain
gravity and does not explain certain observations. One
notable unresolved issue is that of charge-conjugation
parity symmetry (CP-symmetry) violation. The QCD
Lagrangian includes terms capable of breaking CP sym-
metry for the strong force. In contrast, experiments found
that the strong forces respect CP symmetry to a very high
precision [1].
The most prominent proposed solution, introduced by

Peccei and Quinn [2], involves spontaneously breaking a
global U(1) symmetry leading to a new particle, named the
axion [3,4]. Interactions with the QCD vacuum cause the
axion to have a nonzero mass, ma [2]. While axions may
interact with SM particles, the interactions can be weak.
Most notably for experimental purposes, axion mixing with
neutral pions leads to a characteristic two-photon coupling,
gaγγ [5]. This, in turn, constrains the product of the axion
mass and coupling such that these two parameters are
dependent. Experimental and observational factors place
the axion mass between 1 and 1000 μeV. The correspond-
ing range for gaγγ is 10−16 to 10−13 GeV−1.
While the QCD axion is confined to a specific band in

the parameter space, it might just be a member of a larger
class of axionlike particles, some with a stronger two-
photon coupling [6,7]. The interactions between these
axions/axionlike particles and photons may possibly
explain unanswered astronomical questions including
TeV photon transparency in the Universe [8] and anoma-
lous white dwarf cooling [9]. The intrinsic properties of

axions and axionlike particles also make them prime
candidates for cold dark matter. This theoretical motivation
has led to the formulation of various experiments designed
to detect axions and axionlike particles by utilizing their
coupling to photons.
Although axions can naturally decay into two observable

photons, the rate at which this occurs is extremely low,
making detection by observing this decay impossible.
Axion search experiments therefore also rely on the inverse
Primakoff or Sikivie effect in which a strong static
magnetic field acts as a high density of virtual photons.
This field stimulates the axion/axionlike particle to convert
into a photon carrying the total energy of the axion/
axionlike particle [10,11]. A number of strategies have
been employed by these experiments to search for axions
from several sources. Haloscope experiments, such as
ADMX, use resonant microwave cavities and strong super-
conducting magnets to search for axions comprising the
Milky Way’s cold dark-matter halo [12]. Helioscope
experiments, such as CAST, look for relativistic axions
originating from the Sun that convert into detectable x-rays
as they pass through a supplied magnetic field [13].
Differing from these types of axion searches that rely on
astronomical sources, “light shining through walls” (LSW)
experiments attempt to generate and detect axions in the
laboratory and therefore have the advantage of independ-
ence from models of the galactic halo and models of stellar
evolution [14–19].

B. ALPS II

LSW experiments use the axion-photon coupling first to
convert photons into axions under the presence of a strong
magnetic field. These axions then pass through a light-tight
barrier and enter another strong magnetic field where some
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to photons per second, increases by a factor of 2 (Eq. 33),
shown as the dashed green line. Since the expectation value
of our data lies on top of the theoretical shot-noise limit af-
ter the second demodulation stage, shot noise is in fact the
dominant noise source in our setup.

This measurement verifies that our system is shot-noise
limited and behaves as expected. Because the measurement
does not cross the 5-sigma threshold, this also shows that
no spurious signals are picked up over the entire 19 day
integration time when Laser 2 was turned o↵.

IV.2. Weak Signal Generation and Detection

In order to demonstrate that a signal is observable using
heterodyne detection, we generate a beat note between the
LO and an ultra-weak sideband of the second laser. We
choose a sideband power equivalent to ⇡ 10�2 photons per
second. Reducing the signal further was not possible in
our current setup as we started to pick up spurious sig-
nals electronically. While this has been observed we want
to stress that the spurious signal vanishes when the EOM
phase modulation is turned o↵. Thus, it is not an artifact
of the second laser field but rather a result of the modula-
tion itself. We assume the issue to be cross-talk between
the function generator driving the EOM and the FPGA
data acquisition and signal processing card. Further work
on generating ultra-weak laser fields without electrical in-
terference is required.

In order to generate a sideband with the specified power,
we first remove the ND filters and set the local oscillator
to P̄LO = 5 mW and L2 to P̄L2 = 6 µW. Both of these
measurements are taken at the photodetector input. The
modulation depth is set to m = 0.0109 by adjusting the
drive amplitude to the EOM. Using Eq. 35, the power in
the 2nd order sideband (k = +2) is calculated to be on
the order of 10�15 W. The ND filters are placed back into
the beam path attenuating the sideband by a factor of 105,
yielding P̄SB,2 = 6.33⇥ 10�21 W. For 1064 nm light, this is
equivalent to 3.39 ⇥ 10�2 photons per second in the side-
band we wish to measure.

The CC beat note between L1 and L2 is set to 30 MHz.
Phase modulation is done by driving the EOM with a sine
wave at 23 MHz + 1.2 Hz. This sets the beat note between
the 2nd order sideband and L1 to be at fsig = 16 MHz
+ 2.4 Hz. With the first demodulation frequency set to
f1 = 16 MHz, the beat note of interest is therefore at 2.4
Hz when the data are written to file. These data are then
imported into MATLAB where the second demodulation
is performed. Finally, we compute Z2(N 0) and scale the
result to photons per second.

The results of this measurement are shown in Fig. 7.
Demodulating at a frequency not equal to any signal fre-
quency demonstrates the expected behavior of noise. This
is shown by the amber curve for which a demodulation 0.1
Hz away from the 2.4 Hz signal was used. In this case,
no coherent signal can accumulate and the only influence
at the demodulation frequency is noise. This matches the
trend of the expectation value of the noise, shown in red.

Demodulating at the signal frequency of 2.4 Hz, shown
in blue, initially behaves as noise. This continues until the

τIntegration time

Signal present at 2.4 Hz
5 sigma detection limit

3.33 x 10-2 photons
per second

Demodulation at exactly 2.4 Hz
Demodulation at 2.4003 Hz

Demodulation 2.5 Hz
Expected value (no signal)

FIG. 7. Shot-noise limited signal measurement scaled to pho-
tons per second. Two demodulation stages are used with a sig-
nal present at 2.4 Hz when the data are written to file. When
second demodulation is at a frequency f2 6= 2.4 Hz, the result
yields the behavior of noise, shown in yellow. The trend of the
expectation value for this level of noise is shown in red. The
5-sigma confidence line is shown in purple. The result when
demodulating at the signal frequency, f2 = 2.4 Hz is shown in
light blue. This curve crosses the 5-sigma line, demonstrating a
confident detection. The level that this flattens out to yields a
rate in the sideband of interest of 3.33⇥ 10�2 photon/s, shown
in dark blue. Demodulating at a frequency 300 µHz away from
the signal, shown in green, highlights the energy resolution of
this detection method.

signal begins to dominate, causing the curve to flatten out
and subsequently cross the 5-sigma threshold. The level at
which this curve flattens out yields a rate for the sideband
of 3.33 ⇥ 10�2 photons/s. The measured photon rate is
within the range of error of 6%. This error arises from both
laser power measurements and modulation depth measure-
ments. The constant level crosses the red expected noise
curve at ⇡ 120 seconds, in agreement with the expected ⌧x.
A 5-sigma confidence detection is made after ⇡ 1800 sec-
onds of integration time, in agreement with the expected
⌧5s. We therefore demonstrate that our experimental setup
is viable for both generating and detecting sub-photon per
second level signals using optical heterodyne interferome-
try.

Demodulation 300 µHz away from the signal demon-
strates the importance of maintaining phase coherence
throughout the entire measurement. In this case, shown
in green, the demodulation waveform drifts in and out of
phase with the signal. When this happens, the integrated
I and Q values begin to oscillate with the di↵erence fre-
quency (fsig � fd). This causes Z2(N 0) to fall o↵ as a sinc
function, preventing it from crossing the 5-sigma threshold.

V. CONCLUSION

These measurements demonstrate that heterodyne inter-
ferometry can be applied as a single photon detector. It
however requires that the demodulation waveform main-
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. Axions and axionlike particles

The Standard Model (SM) incorporates our current
knowledge of subatomic particles as well as their inter-
actions via three of the four fundamental forces of nature.
The SM is not complete, however, as it does not contain
gravity and does not explain certain observations. One
notable unresolved issue is that of charge-conjugation
parity symmetry (CP-symmetry) violation. The QCD
Lagrangian includes terms capable of breaking CP sym-
metry for the strong force. In contrast, experiments found
that the strong forces respect CP symmetry to a very high
precision [1].
The most prominent proposed solution, introduced by

Peccei and Quinn [2], involves spontaneously breaking a
global U(1) symmetry leading to a new particle, named the
axion [3,4]. Interactions with the QCD vacuum cause the
axion to have a nonzero mass, ma [2]. While axions may
interact with SM particles, the interactions can be weak.
Most notably for experimental purposes, axion mixing with
neutral pions leads to a characteristic two-photon coupling,
gaγγ [5]. This, in turn, constrains the product of the axion
mass and coupling such that these two parameters are
dependent. Experimental and observational factors place
the axion mass between 1 and 1000 μeV. The correspond-
ing range for gaγγ is 10−16 to 10−13 GeV−1.
While the QCD axion is confined to a specific band in

the parameter space, it might just be a member of a larger
class of axionlike particles, some with a stronger two-
photon coupling [6,7]. The interactions between these
axions/axionlike particles and photons may possibly
explain unanswered astronomical questions including
TeV photon transparency in the Universe [8] and anoma-
lous white dwarf cooling [9]. The intrinsic properties of

axions and axionlike particles also make them prime
candidates for cold dark matter. This theoretical motivation
has led to the formulation of various experiments designed
to detect axions and axionlike particles by utilizing their
coupling to photons.
Although axions can naturally decay into two observable

photons, the rate at which this occurs is extremely low,
making detection by observing this decay impossible.
Axion search experiments therefore also rely on the inverse
Primakoff or Sikivie effect in which a strong static
magnetic field acts as a high density of virtual photons.
This field stimulates the axion/axionlike particle to convert
into a photon carrying the total energy of the axion/
axionlike particle [10,11]. A number of strategies have
been employed by these experiments to search for axions
from several sources. Haloscope experiments, such as
ADMX, use resonant microwave cavities and strong super-
conducting magnets to search for axions comprising the
Milky Way’s cold dark-matter halo [12]. Helioscope
experiments, such as CAST, look for relativistic axions
originating from the Sun that convert into detectable x-rays
as they pass through a supplied magnetic field [13].
Differing from these types of axion searches that rely on
astronomical sources, “light shining through walls” (LSW)
experiments attempt to generate and detect axions in the
laboratory and therefore have the advantage of independ-
ence from models of the galactic halo and models of stellar
evolution [14–19].

B. ALPS II

LSW experiments use the axion-photon coupling first to
convert photons into axions under the presence of a strong
magnetic field. These axions then pass through a light-tight
barrier and enter another strong magnetic field where some
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has led to the formulation of various experiments designed
to detect axions and axionlike particles by utilizing their
coupling to photons.
Although axions can naturally decay into two observable

photons, the rate at which this occurs is extremely low,
making detection by observing this decay impossible.
Axion search experiments therefore also rely on the inverse
Primakoff or Sikivie effect in which a strong static
magnetic field acts as a high density of virtual photons.
This field stimulates the axion/axionlike particle to convert
into a photon carrying the total energy of the axion/
axionlike particle [10,11]. A number of strategies have
been employed by these experiments to search for axions
from several sources. Haloscope experiments, such as
ADMX, use resonant microwave cavities and strong super-
conducting magnets to search for axions comprising the
Milky Way’s cold dark-matter halo [12]. Helioscope
experiments, such as CAST, look for relativistic axions
originating from the Sun that convert into detectable x-rays
as they pass through a supplied magnetic field [13].
Differing from these types of axion searches that rely on
astronomical sources, “light shining through walls” (LSW)
experiments attempt to generate and detect axions in the
laboratory and therefore have the advantage of independ-
ence from models of the galactic halo and models of stellar
evolution [14–19].

B. ALPS II

LSW experiments use the axion-photon coupling first to
convert photons into axions under the presence of a strong
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barrier and enter another strong magnetic field where some
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Measuring single photon power levels

Regenerated Field Mixed with Local Oscillator Laser (LO) 

• LO must be phase coherent with regenerated field  

• Information transfer via COB 

• Tracks OPL changes between cavity mirrors 

• Suppress stray light from PC 

• Interference beatnote measured by photodetector 

Heterodyne Detection

36

Kulkarni et al., Appl. Opt. 59, 6999 (2020)
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Central Optical Bench (COB)

Ensure PC light is resonant with RC 

• Interference beatnotes transfer phase 
information between PC and RC 

• System cannot allow ‘light leaks’

Maintaining dual resonance and spatial overlap
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ALPS II Optics: Current Work

frequency offset < 1.5 Hz 

differential length noise < 0.6pm
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Unbending the HERA Magnets
Preparing HERA dipoles for ALPS II

Magnets must be unbent 

• Formerly used in HERA arcs 

• Straightened for sufficient aperture 

• 24 straightened and tested, all 24 worked

Measurement:  Wolf Benecke,  Hans-Peter Lohmann MEA2
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Position along the beam pipe

Aperture=49.8 mm
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straightening procedure, were performed [24] and presented to the agency for pressure vessel
safety (TUEV). The calculations showed that all stresses are well below the limits set by pressure
vessel regulations.

There is a detailed report on the work required for the straightening [25], partially presented
in a poster on the PATRAS workshop 2018 [26].

Figure 9: Schematics of straightening. Left: Before applying the deforming force, Right: The deforma-
tion forces the pipe to develop two ’camel humps,’ exaggerated in the figure for better illustration. This
deformation yields the largest achievable horizontal aperture.

Figure 10: Outer pressure prop parts (left) and prop inserted into the cryostat (right).

5.2 The survey of the vacuum pipe

The position of the center of the beam pipe before, during, and after the deformation was
measured by the DESY survey group with a laser tracker and a so-called mouse with a reflector
attached. The mouse was pulled by a string through the vacuum pipe along the length of the
magnet, while the laser tracker continuously measured the position of the reflector (see Fig. 15)
through an open flange in the middle of the end box of the test bench.

A typical result of straightening a dipole vacuum tube is shown in Fig. 16, in comparison
with the original curved shape of the vacuum pipe. The success of the deformation was judged
by the horizontal aperture achieved.

The result of the survey of the beam pipe, i.e. the position of the beam pipe center line
after straightening, was transferred to marks, welded to the outside of the vacuum vessel. When
setting up the straight magnet strings for ALPS II in the HERA tunnel, these survey marks
will allow to align the dipoles to yield the largest possible overall horizontal aperture within the
strings.

The curvature of the beam pipe before the straightening slightly varied among the dipoles.
The maximum deviation from the straight line connecting the ends of the beam tube (17.9 mm
in the example shown in Fig. 16) varied by ± 2.5 mm between the extremes of 16 and 21 mm.
The average was 18.4 mm. There is a correlation between this maximum deviation and the

9
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